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System Requirements:
You’re fine to run Advanced SystemCare 11 on the following operating systems:
Windows 10 (all editions, including 64-bit)
Windows 8 (all editions, including 64-bit)
Windows 7 (all editions, including 64-bit)
Windows Vista (all editions, including 64-bit)
Windows XP (Home, Professional, Media Center, Tablet Edition, 64-bit)
Note 1: Minimum Memory: 300 MB of free disk space.
Note 2: Screen Resolution: 1024*768 screen resolution and above.
Note 3: No hard drive requirements.
Download URL: http://update.iobit.com/dl/advanced-systemcare-setup.exe
Product Page URL: https://www.iobit.com/en/advancedsystemcarefree.php
Description:
Advanced SystemCare 11 is an all-in-one yet easy-to-use PC optimization software to clean,
optimize, speed up, and protect your system, as well as secure your online privacy. With the best
1-click approach, it is easy for you to clean up junk files, leftovers, redundant registry entries, and
invalid shortcuts, sweep privacy traces, remove spyware threats, accelerate Internet speed,
manage startup items, and fix system weakness and security holes.
Taking advantage of the redesigned Performance Monitor, Advanced SystemCare 11 not only
monitors your PC’s RAM/CPU/Disk usage, CPU/GPU/Mainboard temperature, and fan speed in
real-time, but also lets you quickly end the processes that slow down your PC to make PC more
responsive and faster.
For better privacy protection, Advanced SystemCare 11 optimizes FaceID, Homepage Advisor, and
Surfing Protection & Ads- Removal. FaceID automatically captures intruders secretly accessing to
your PC or trying to steal your personal information and important files. Homepage Advisor
monitors and notifies you of any change to homepage and search engine in case of any unwanted
modifications. With Surfing Protection & Ads- Removal, you can enjoy secure & smooth surfing
experience without various online threats and annoying ads.
What's more, Advanced SystemCare 11 rebuilds and improves over 10 useful tools and features,
such as Startup Manager, Default Program, Large File Finder, Hardware Accelerate, and MyWin10
to make old PCs live longer and new PCs run faster!
What's New:

New features:
+ New Security Reinforce helps diagnose and fix system security weaknesses with 1-click.
+ New Homepage Advisor detects any changes to your homepage and search engine to avoid
browser hijacking.
+ Rebuilt Performance Monitor intelligently monitors and optimizes system resources for top PC
performance.
+ New disk optimization engine improves disk performance to a large extent.
+ Rebuilt IObit Undelete to support NTFS & FAT file systems, and portable storage devices, and
also improve file search & preview.
+ Newly designed cool UI for more intuitive and fluent experience.
Improvements:
+ Enhanced Junk File Clean to clean more programs including Dropbox, Steam, Java, Windows
Defender, Adobe Photoshop Lightroom, AVG Internet Security, and Windows Installer Unused
Files.
+ Enhanced Privacy Sweep to clean Chrome 62.0, Firefox 56.0, Opera 48.0, ACDSee Photo Studio
Standard 21.0, Adobe Flash Player 27.0, Thunderbird 52.4, and many more.
+ Improved Surfing Protection & Ads Removal to prevent more online threats and blocks various
ads to secure your online surfing.
+ Expanded the database of Spyware Removal and Real-time Protector for a more secure PC.
+ Optimized Startup Manager to further shorten your PC's start time.
+ Improved scan engine for much faster scan and cleanup.
+ Smaller installation package for quicker installation with less disk usage.
+ Improved the workflow of Favorites in Toolbox to add/delete favorite tools more conveniently.
+ Improved several tools including Default Program, Startup Manager, Cloned File Scanner, and
Internet Booster to further optimize your PC.
* Supported 32 languages.
* And more can be discovered by you.

